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Tropical Gravity Wave Observations and WACCM6 
Parameterized Gravity Waves from Convection: 

Implications for Simulation of the QBO 



• Observations from long-duration balloons à “Beres” GW Momentum Flux 
• Beres non-OGW scheme with TRMM “convective sources”
• TRMM cloud and latent heating properties à ZM convection parameters

• New results from balloons on large-scale GW suggest Dz~200m to resolve 
realistic wave-mean flow interactions

• Possible changes to the Beres non-OGW parameterization to improve 
representation of unresolved wave driving.

Outline & Summary
I. Observations to evaluate gravity waves (GW) and Zhang-McFarlane convection

II. Implications for GW Parameterization and Simulating the QBO



Illustration of parameters used in the application 
of the Beres parameterization scheme. 
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The source momentum flux Mk⌫ is only non-zero where the convective parameterization218

is active and convective latent heating is non-zero. There, the heating factor Q0 = Q/CF219

is computed, where CF is the fraction of the grid area covered by convective rain cells220

and Q is the maximum in the grid-scale heating profile.221

For application in WACCM6 (Beres et al., 2005), only the non-stationary grav-222

ity waves are treated, that is those that are propagating relative to the motion of the la-223

tent heating cells. The waves are assumed to be launched in two directions forward and224

backward of the 700 hPa wind vector (~V700hPa). Therefore, the relevant wind in the heat-225

ing layer, VQ, is the component along that direction. The unresolved convective heat-226

ing horizontal scale �x was set to a fixed value of 3 km, and CF set to 5%. The L and227

⌧ factors are related to the model grid scale and time step, but in practice are combined228

together with the ⇢0 factor into a tunable parameter CL⌧ . The spectral dependence on229

(k, ⌫) was converted to a dependence on the single variable phase speed c = ⌫̂/k us-230

ing also the dispersion relation,231
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For computational e�ciency, (1) is converted to a look-up table stored as a function of232

the model grid-scale variables VQ and D (convective heating depth, D = zT �z0). At233

each grid point and time when the convective parameterization is active, a spectral ar-234

ray KVQD(c) is read in from the table associated with the specific local values of VQ and235

D, and the launch level momentum flux computed as236

M0(c) = CL⌧Q
2
0KVQD(c), (4)

with the launch level assumed to be at the top of the convective heating (zT ) (Richter237

et al., 2010). The flux spectrum M0(c) is treated with a discrete set of 64 phase speeds238

cj ranging from ±80 m s�1 at 2.5 m s�1 intervals. Each discrete wave is assumed to prop-239

agate vertically within the column. Momentum flux for each phase speed Mj(z) is con-240

served unless the flux exceeds a limit set by the Lindzen (1981) saturation criterion (Holton,241

1982). The drag force profile F (z) on the mean flow is computed from the vertical gra-242

dient of the total flux as,243
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with ✏ an e�ciency factor that tunes the force, currently set to 0.5 in WACCM6. Get-244

telman et al. (2019) also note that to improve the simulation of the QBO, the factor D245

is multiplied by 0.25 in the reference to the look-up table, which has the e↵ect of em-246

phasizing lower phase speed waves in the spectrum.247

3.5 Satellite-based precipitation and latent heating248

Latent heating derived from satellite-based radar precipitation measurements are249

available through the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) for our period of250

interest in 2010. The Spectral Latent Heating (SLH) product (Shige, Takayabu, Tao, &251

Johnson, 2004) gives estimates of instantaneous convective latent heating profiles at TRMM252

radar footprint locations. TRMM radar footprints are 4.3 km diameter, a very similar253

scale as the 3-km diameter convective updraft scale (�x) assumed in the Beres scheme.254

The SLH algorithm identifies convective rain by the absence of a bright band in the PR255

reflectivity, and isolated rain cells in the tropics are also labelled as convective (Awaka,256

Kumagai, & Iguchi, 2009). The profile of latent heating is derived from the PR echo-257

top height and surface rain rate together with a look-up table that was based on cloud-258

reolving simulations.259
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Beres Scheme for Tropical Gravity Waves



• “Convective fraction”  CF = 5%

• WACCM5-6 uses D/4 to access the KVqD(c) 
lookup table in order to get a QBO.

Ø

Ø So D/4 à c/4
Ø Apparently lower c and/or higher 

amplitudes needed for QBO

• Efficiency factor tunes the force              
(and QBO period)
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ative, while Beres-TRMM has a slight positive asymmetry factor. We will revisit this329

asymmetry in the Discussion section 5.330

4.2 Momentum Flux Phase Speed Spectra331

Figure 4 compares the zonal mean phase speed spectrum of zonal momentum flux332

in the three results. These spectra are normalized such that the absolute flux sums to333

equal the |E|+|W| column in Table 1. The Beres-TRMM result (blue) looks similar to334

the observations (green) at the higher phase speeds, but there appears to be missing flux335

at low phase speeds. The WACCM6-SD result (red) has more flux at low phase speeds,336

but is missing flux from higher phase speed waves. Recall that in WACCM6 (Gettelman337

et al., 2019), the heating depth D was artificially reduced by a factor of 4 in order to338

obtain a realistic QBO period and amplitude. In the Beres scheme, D / m�1 and con-339

sidering the gravity wave dispersion relation, m�1 / c, so choosing 0.25D will focus the340

momentum fluxes into the slower phase speed portion of the wave spectrum, and this341

was apparently necessary to simulate a QBO in WACCM6 (Gettelman et al., 2019; Mills342

et al., 2017).343

Figure 4. Phase speed spectra of zonal momentum flux for WACCM6 (red), PreConcordiasi

(green), and Beres-TRMM (blue). For WACCM6 and Beres-TRMM, only grid points with con-

vective precipitation contribute to the spectrum, so each spectrum is normalized by the uncon-

ditional absolute zonal mean zonal flux (|E|+|W| in Table 1). Red dashed line shows WACCM6

after multiplication by the e�ciency factor=0.5.

For reference, Fig. 4 also shows the WACCM6-SD momentum flux after multipli-344

cation by the e�ciency factor ✏ as the red dashed line. Note that the flux amplitudes345

plotted in Fig. 3 are used in WACCM6 to determine the altitude where gravity waves346

break, but the force (5) is scaled by this e�ciency factor. We therefore show the spec-347

trum scaled by the e�ciency factor in Fig. 4 because these are zonal mean fluxes that348

are relevant to the net momentum forcing budget. We also note that while free-running349

WACCM6 does include a QBO because of these parameterized gravity wave forces, the350

amplitude is too weak and it does not extend to low enough altitudes (see Gettelman351

et al. (2019) their Fig. 6). We will return to the relevance of the gravity wave phase speed352

spectrum to simulating the QBO in section 5.353

4.3 Distributions of Convective Latent Heating354

The comparison of momentum fluxes in Fig. 3 suggested that values of Q0 in the355

WACCM6 Beres scheme are missing the large but infrequent heating rates that give the356
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Distributions of Absolute Gravity Wave Momentum Flux comparing:
• WACCM6-SD parameterized GW 
• Global measurements of high-frequency waves from super-pressure balloons Feb-May 2010

WACCM6-SD lacks the rare but very large amplitude waves in the data
• Zonal mean zonal flux in WACCM is only 1/3 of the observed flux

6-SD
balloons

Gravity Wave Momentum Flux at 60 hPa

0



Offline calculations with the Beres scheme
• Here using D, Q0 obtained from TRMM SLH latent heating product
• Much longer tail of high momentum fluxes
• Since Momentum Flux ~ Q0

2 this result suggests WACCM6 Q0 too small

Gravity Wave Momentum Flux at 60 hPa
6-SD

balloons



Includes CFWACCM=.05 Includes CFTRMM=(sx /DxTRMM)
sx=3km, DxTRMM= 4.5km

Distributions of Sub-grid-scale Q02

0 0



Simple retuning of the sub-grid-scale ”Convective Fraction”

CFTRMM = 1  (single pixel)

CFWACCM = .03 (3%)

Distributions of Sub-grid-scale Q02

0



Strongest Q0 are most 
important gravity wave 
sources.
• Reducing WACCM CF

from 5% to 3% increases 
Q0 by factor 1.7.  

• Momentum Flux ~ Q0 
2

Range of depths D  are 
similar: 
• TRMM comparison does 

not support D/4

D (km)

Q
0 

(K
/h

r)

WACCM6 
ocean

WACCM6 
land

TRMM 
land

TRMM 
ocean

Q
0 

(K
/h

r)

D (km)

2-D Distributions of Sub-grid-scale Q0 and D



WACCM6-SD… 
• Shows the effect of assuming 

D à D/4 on the phase speed 
spectrum.

• Lacks the higher phase speed 
waves that will be important 
at WACCM altitudes above the 
QBO altitudes.

Beres-TRMM…
• Lacks low phase speed waves.

Momentum Flux Spectrum at 60 hPa
Zonal Mean Zonal Flux Spectrum



• Strongest wave momentum 
fluxes at low phase speeds are 
generated when shear at the 
top of convection.

• Waves modeled as stationary 
relative to the convective 
heating.

• This stationary component 
stands out as a prominent peak 
in the momentum fluxes.

NE phase speeds has disappeared, and the arc of wind
filtering is also gone.

These results clearly indicate that the wind shear be-
tween 10 and 17 km is of primary importance to the
shape of the resulting wave spectrum and that the hori-
zontal winds below that level have minimal effect. The
results also indicate that the prominent peak in momen-
tum flux at low phase speeds in the NE direction is
generated by the upper-tropospheric winds interacting
with the latent heating sources. This is wave generation
by the so-called obstacle effect. If we can quantify the
effects of wind filtering on the spectrum, we can then
quantify the wave generation via the obstacle effect by
examining the differences between the simulations in
the middle and bottom panels in Fig. 1. In the next
section, we quantify the filtering and reflection effects
of the background winds on the vertically propagating
wave spectrum.

3. Wave trapping and wind filtering effects on the
vertically propagating wave spectrum

Examination of the model vertical winds in the tro-
posphere reveals trapped waves with a southeasterly
preference in their propagation direction (Fig. 2). Fig-
ure 2 is taken from the full wind simulation (top panel

in Fig. 1), but the trapped waves are very similar in the
simulation with only upper-tropospheric wind shear
(middle panel in Fig. 1). Trapped waves generated by
convection have been implicated in remote initiation of
subsequent convection in model studies (Mapes 1993;
Shige 2001). In the two-dimensional tropical squall line
model study of Shige (2001), a preference for westward
trapped wave propagation was found. The upper-level
shear in their model was westward, similar to our case
study. The authors suggested that the westward prefer-
ence was caused by wave trapping due to an overre-
flection mechanism (Lindzen and Tung 1976) that can
occur as waves approach critical levels (where the mean
wind speed in the direction of propagation approaches
c). In our study, we find a preference for trapping of
waves propagating in the opposite direction, toward the
east. The trapping in our case is best described by in-
ternal reflection that instead occurs for waves with high
c propagating upstream from the background wind
(Lighthill 1978; Marks and Eckermann 1995).

Trapped waves carry no net momentum flux verti-
cally, so the cospectra of horizontal and vertical wind
perturbations (u!w!, "!w!) associated with these waves
in the model are nearly zero. To examine the properties
of the trapped waves, we look at the power spectrum of
vertical velocity in the troposphere. To see the spec-

FIG. 1. Wave momentum flux vs propagation direction and ground-based phase speed for
(left) the three simulations described in the text and (right) their associated wind profiles with
zonal wind U in black and meridional wind V in gray. The dashed white line in the top two
panels shows the vector stratospheric wind that serves to filter an arc-shaped region of phase
speeds. Flux units are given per unit phase speed, 10#6 Pa (m s#1)#1 (or 10#6 kg m#2 s#1).
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Alexander, Richter & Sutherland (2006)

dicts the path followed by a quasi-monochromatic
small-amplitude wave packet, provided that the back-
ground varies slowly compared with the vertical wave-
length [Wentzel–Kramer–Brillouin (WKB) approxima-
tion]. Two often-invoked heuristics follow from this
analysis: 1) internal waves asymptotically approach a
critical level where the background wind speed matches
the horizontal phase speed of the waves and 2) the
waves reflect from a level where their Doppler-shifted
frequency matches the background buoyancy fre-
quency.

As with any approximate theory, caution must be
taken when applying the above. Internal waves can
penetrate beyond reflection and critical levels, as clas-
sically defined in two dimensions if the background
veers with height (Shutts 1995, 1998) or varies in time
(Eckermann 1997; Buckley et al. 1999) or if the wave
packets are of sufficiently large amplitude (Sutherland
2000).

Even for small amplitude waves in steady, two-
dimensional flows, transmission across a reflection level

can occur if the depth of the region over which the
waves are evanescent is sufficiently small. This circum-
stance was examined analytically by Sutherland and
Yewchuk (2004) for the case of waves propagating in an
unsheared background flow with stratification pre-
scribed by piecewise-constant buoyancy frequency.
More recently, Nault and Sutherland (2006, manuscript
submitted to Phys. Fluids) computed the structure of
small amplitude waves propagating in an arbitrarily

FIG. 4. Heating magnitude-weighted distribution of heating
depths input into the model. Two distributions are shown for
hours 0–3.5 (gray) and 3.5–7 (black) of the Alexander et al. (2004)
simulation time. The distributions peak at a heating depth of
16 km.

FIG. 3. Vertical velocity power spectra in the troposphere after masking of forced updrafts as described in the text. The
spectral units are (m2 s!2)("#)!1("$)!1 and are shown as functions of horizontal wavenumber $ [in cycles (100 km)!1]
and ground-based frequency # [in cycles per hour (cph)] ("# % 6.9 & 10!5 cycles s!1 and "$ % 2.5 & 10!6 cycles m!1.)
NE, NW, SW, and SE refer to the four quadrants of wave propagation direction, northeastward, northwestward, south-
westward, and southeastward, respectively. Dashed lines are constant phase speed labeled in m s!1.
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Heating depth distribution

Low Phase Speed Waves to Simulate the QBO ?
Gravity wave momentum flux spectrum above convection



Beres et al. (2004) formulas for 
the stationary wave component 
with TRMM convective latent 
heating sources.
• Momentum flux spectrum 

peaks at c = 5-10 m/s
• Large amplitudes might force 

QBO descent to lower 
altitudes? 

• Enhanced westward wave flux 
for improving easterly phase 
descent?
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Low Phase Speed Waves to Simulate the QBO ?



Tropical Super-Pressure Balloon Flights, February – May 2010
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Vincent and Alexander [2020]: Analysis of low-frequency 1-3 day gravity wave events 

Balloon Flight Track
near Momote site

Momote Radiosonde 
Zonal Wind

1-day wave, horizontal wavelength 1000 km: 
• Dissipation within 0.6 km above balloon level
• Zonal-mean zonal force ~ -0.3-0.5 m s-1 day-1

• Large fraction of the total needed to drive the QBO 
(at least for the duration of this event!)

Long Period Gravity Waves: PreConcordiasi



• Large-scale tropical gravity waves drive the 
lower stratospheric QBO near wave critical 
levels where lZ à 0  [Vincent & Alexander 2020; 
Hertzog 2020; unpublished results from Strateole-2]

• Dissipation closer to critical levels gives       
larger forces:

Force = -

• Forces in models may be factors smaller than   
we observe!!!

Key Point: Short Vertical Wavelength (lZ) Tropical Waves

1 d Flux
r   d z

Recent results from super-pressure balloons highlight:



Summary
I. Realistic forces from resolved waves require very high vertical resolution Dz~200m

II. Beres scheme changes to make the tropical wave forcing of the QBO more realistic:
• CF à ~3%
• D/4 à D
• Add stationary component (very simple to code, but would require tuning)
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